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#PASTBLAST: The conflict with Iran is entirely of Trump's
own making. 
 
War with Iran has always been the end goal.

Cyrus Toulabi
@CyrusToulabi

#BREAKING: TRUMP WILL PULL OUT OF THE IRAN 
NUCLEAR DEAL. 
 
This is catastrophic and will have countless repercussions for 
years or decades to come. 
 
The damage to U.S. diplomacy and foreign policy can not be 
overstated. 
 
 nyti.ms/2KMeG2f

387 3:52 PM - May 8, 2018

359 people are talking about this

Trump Abandons Iran Nuclear Deal He Long Scorned
Mr. Trump’s decision, while long anticipated and widely telegraphed,
plunges America’s relations with European allies into deep
nytimes.com

#PASTBLAST: I warned over a year ago that pulling out of the #IranNuclearDeal

would be the WORST mistake made by the Trump Administration. 

 

I said it would "set off a chain of events that we'll be dealing with FOR DECADES TO

COME." 

 

I still stand by it. 
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#REDFLAG: PULLING OUT OF THE IRAN DEAL WILL BE 
*THE WORST* MISTAKE MADE UNDER THE TRUMP 
ADMINISTRATION. 
 
The numerous global repercussions of pulling out of the 
#IranNuclearDeal will set off a chain of events that we'll be 
dealing with FOR DECADES TO COME.

275 4:51 PM - Apr 12, 2018

218 people are talking about this

#PASTBLAST: John Bolton's solution to preventing Iran from building a nuclear

bomb... 

 

...is not a diplomatic agreement, like the Iran Nuclear Deal... 

 

It's to "BOMB IRAN." 

 

In his own words... 

 

Cyrus Toulabi
@CyrusToulabi

Replying to @CyrusToulabi

#FLAG: Trump also recently appointed war-monger John Bolton 
as his new National Security Advisor. 
 
He's publicly written and spoken on his belief that the way to 
prevent Iran from getting a nuclear bomb isn't a deal, it's to bomb 
Iran.  
 
That's his answer.newyorker.com/news/news-desk…

28 6:50 PM - Apr 12, 2018

John (“Bomb Iran”) Bolton, the New Warmonger in the White …
Bolton, arguably the most abrasive American diplomat of the twenty-
first century, joins a group of hard-liners advising the President.
newyorker.com
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42 people are talking about this

#PASTBLAST: Read this thread on the day we learned Bolton would be Trump's new

National Security Advisor. 

 

Where we are today was entirely predictable. 

Cyrus Toulabi
@CyrusToulabi

#BREAKING: H.R. MCMASTER WILL RESIGN — WILL BE 
REPLACED BY JOHN BOLTON, A HARD-LINE FORMER U.S. 
AMBASSADOR. 
 
He is a war hawk. He has we should declare war on both North 
Korea and Iran. He manipulated US intel on WMDs before the 
Iraq War. 
 
We're doomed...nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/…

143 10:31 PM - Mar 22, 2018

126 people are talking about this

Trump Chooses Bolton for 3rd Security Adviser as Shake-Up …
President Trump named John R. Bolton, a hard-line former American
ambassador to the United Nations, to replace Lt. Gen. H.R.
nytimes.com

#PASTBLAST: Mattis saw right thru Bolton... 

 

Cyrus Toulabi
@CyrusToulabi

Replying to @CyrusToulabi

#NEW: MATTIS MEETS JOHN BOLTON, TELLS HIM "I HEARD 
YOU'RE ACTUALLY THE DEVIL INCARNATE." 
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This is the first time Mattis and Bolton meet, Trump's new 
National Security Adviser. They have very different worldviews. 
Bolton's hawkish fact-distorted opinions aligning close to 
Trump's.

46 6:01 PM - Mar 29, 2018

50 people are talking about this

#REDALERT: Bolton is MANIPULATING INTELLIGENCE to start a War with Iran. 

 

Iran believed the U.S. was PLANNING to attack. 

 

THAT prompted Iran to PREPARE possible counterstrikes. 

 

Bolton is now using Iran's preparations, AS PROOF Iran was going to attack us. 

Intelligence Suggests U.S., Iran Misread Each Other, Stoking Tensions
Intelligence collected by the U.S. government shows Iran’s leaders believe the U.S.
planned to attack them, prompting preparation by Tehran for possible
counterstrikes, according to one interpretatio…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-told-aides-he-doesnt-want-war-with-iran-11558036…

#FFS: Okay, I NEVER complain about retweets and likes... 

 

But WTF people? 

 

My stupidest tweets get WAY more traction than this...and this one is arguably one of

THE MOST IMPORTANT! 

 

Sheer insanity. I'm still processing...
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